[Hybrid 3D visualization and virtual endoscopy in cochlear implants].
The aim of this study was to demonstrate on a complex anatomical structure the possibilities and the advantages of a superimposition of a color-coded surface and volume rendering (hybrid rendering) method with the possibility of the performance of a virtual endoscopy. In 6 patients with cochlear implants a high-resolution spiral computed tomography of the petrous bone was performed. The cochlear implants, the middle and inner ear structures were visualized using a color-coded surface rendering method, either shaded or as a grid. The petrous bone was visualized using a transparent volume rendering method. The hybrid 3D visualization uses the advantages of both the color-coded 3D surface and volume rendering method. In comparison to the axial source images, the hybrid 3D visualization thus facilitates a clearer representation and better assessment of the complex topographical relationship without loss of diagnostic information. The virtual endoscopy facilitates an intraluminal visualization and inspection of all color-coded 3D surface- and volume rendered structures. The hybrid rendering and virtual endoscopy make the morphological assessment of cochlear implants easier by the simultaneous visualization of the surrounding structures and thereby support the diagnostic imaging methods. This image processing method can be used pre-operatively for the individual planning, simulation, training and further development of surgical procedures and interventions and post-operatively for the control of the position and further developments of implants.